Introduction.
The theory of two dimensional special linear characters was investigated extensively in the late nineteenth century by Fricke. More recently R. Horowitz [2] has studied the ring of special linear characters of free groups Fn; in particular, for n=l, 2 he has shown that these rings are isomorphic respectively to the rings Z[x] and Z[x, y, z] of polynomials in one and three indeterminants with integer coefficients, and that the ring of characters of F3 is isomorphic to the quotient ring of Z[xx, x2, ■ ■ • , x7] modulo a principal ideal consisting of those polynomials which vanish on the character manifold. The first theorem of this paper shows that the number of algebraic relations between the characters of Fn increases considerably with n; Theorem 2 gives some restriction on these relations for n-A.
Preliminaries; statement of theorems.
Given a group G, denote by (G, K) the set of all representations p:G^-SL(2, K), where K is either the field R or C of real or complex numbers, and where SL(2, K) is the group of all 2x2 matrices with entries in K and with determinant one.
For w e G the character ou ofu is defined by ou:(G, K)-*-K, with per u = o(up) for all p e (G, K), where o(up) denotes the trace of up .The set {ou\u e G} generates a subring JG,K of the ring of all functions from (G, K) into K with the usual addition and multiplication.
The following formulae for u,v,weG [1] will be needed: As an immediate consequence we have Jp K^ZJIn K, where Zn is the ring of polynomials with integer coefficients in the 2n~x indeterminants ixi2---ir, l^r^n, 1^/1<-■ -<ir^n, and InK is the ideal consisting of those polynomials in Zn whose images in Jn K under the canonical homomorphism vanish for all p e (Fn, K). It is easily checked that In.c^I".R, and m^n implies Im¡K^In,K.
Each element <p of the group An of automorphisms of Fn induces a map aa->aav of the characters rra of (2.4), where according to Horowitz's theorem, oatp is a polynomial p(oa) in the oa. The corresponding assignment ixi2 • • • ir-^>-p(ixi2 • ■ • ir) induces an automorphism of Zn, called the automorphism induced by <p. Clearly In K is invariant under the group ¿én of automorphisms of Zn induced by An. A set of generators for An is given by A, B, C, D, where the image of a generator ak of Fn under each of these automorphisms is given by Theorem 1 contrasts sharply with Horowitz's results that Ix K=I2 K= {0}, and I3,K is the principal ideal generated by px. Since Im,K-Jn.K f°r m^n, the above result indicates the complexity of the ideals /" K for «5ï4. On the other hand, the relations in JF K are restricted by Theorem 2. Let p e /4 R be a polynomial of degree 0 in the indeterminants ixi2 ■ • • ir of length r>2 and of nonzero degree in at most nine of the ten indeterminants of length rí=2. Then p = 0.
3. Proof of Theorem 1. Table 2 showing the images of the generating polynomials for / under the automorphisms a, ß, ó, y can be verified by direct calculation using (2.1)-(2.3) and the defining relations for Ax [3, p. 164] . The symbols ±* indicate that a given polynomial is either fixed or sent to its negative by a given automorphism. The images of p5 and the polynomials qt (i= 1, 2, 3, 4) of Table 2 because of their length, are written separately. Since /> e IiR we have />(f)=0 for all f e J7(, which implies p=0.
